INTRODUCTION
============

RNA three-way junctions (3WJs) are common elements of structured RNAs that result from the base pairing of three distinct strand segments of the RNA sequence so as to form three helices diverging from a single point in the secondary structure. 3WJs consist of six components: Three helices (designated P1, P2 and P3) and three single-stranded joiner segments (J12, J23 and J31) ([@B1]). In most structured 3WJs, two of the helices stack coaxially ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Based on the coaxial stacking patterns and the lengths of the linker segments, 3WJs have been classified into three basic types, A, B and C ([@B1]). In type C 3WJs, which are the most common, J31 is longer than J23 and helices P1 and P2 are coaxially stacked. In addition, P1 and P2 are usually directly connected (i.e. J12 has length 0) and P3 is tilted towards P1, close enough for tertiary interactions to form between P1 and P3, some distance away from the junction. The J31 segment generally forms a loop-like structure interacting with the minor groove of P2. In several instances, J31 forms a small hairpin-like RNA motif closed by a single base pair. Figure 1.(**A**) Schematic representation of the components of RNA 3WJs. The P1/P3 contact occurs only in type C 3WJs. Simulated systems: (**B**) H90--H92 segment of 23S rRNA; (**C**) H42--H44 segment of 23S rRNA; and (**D**) H1--H3 and H5 of 5S rRNA. The junction regions are shown in color as in (A). The gray regions in (B) and (C) are included in the simulations, but are formally outside the junction. Black lines (AB, PP1--PP4 and EF) represent the distances describing the motions (see below). Tertiary A-minor I and A-minor II interactions ([@B57],[@B58]) (or equivalent interactions) of the junction region (see below) are shown in gray and black licorice representations.

We complement structural studies of RNA 3WJs with explicit solvent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. While MD is limited by a number of approximations, especially simplifying assumptions of the force field ([@B2; @B3; @B4; @B5; @B6; @B7]), it can nonetheless capture the basic intrinsic flexibility of RNA modular motifs and thus help to interpret experimental data ([@B8; @B9; @B10; @B11; @B12; @B13; @B14; @B15; @B16; @B17]). MD can provide insights into dynamical features of RNA that are not fully apparent from structural studies that typically reveal static averaged structures. Large RNA-based nanomachines like the ribosome work in the regime of high viscosity and very low inertia so that the essential principles of their function are strikingly different from those of macroscopic machines ([@B18; @B19; @B20; @B21; @B22; @B23; @B24]). They use chemical energy (in the form of GTP) to rectify random thermal fluctuations into directional motion. Thus, during the protein synthesis cycle, each cognate tRNA is transported (along with the bound mRNA) directionally across the interface between the large and small subunits of the ribosome, from the A-site to the P-site and to the E-site. The subunits and their flexible parts also move relative to each other in a coordinated and cyclical manner. These motions are largely driven by stochastic processes, where fluctuations are of utmost importance. MD can shed light on the overall stochastic and anisotropic flexibilities of the RNA building blocks that are important for their function and which usually are not apparent from the structural studies. Simulations can further provide atomistic insights into the structural dynamics ([@B2],[@B4],[@B7],[@B9; @B10; @B11],[@B14],[@B17],[@B25; @B26; @B27]).

MD captures motions that occur on the picosecond to sub-microsecond timescale and are therefore subject to low energy barriers. Due to the simulation timescale, simulations of RNA structural modules extracted from larger structures (e.g. 3WJs extracted from the ribosome) show dynamics pertinent to the starting functional geometry of the studied RNA. This geometry may be different from non-functional structures formed in equilibrium solution experiments ([@B28]). The fluctuations seen in simulations characterize the intrinsic flexibility of the studied RNA building blocks, which can be used to achieve functional movements. Due to limitations such as uncertainties in the starting structures (which are generally medium resolution, at best) and approximations inherent to the force fields, the simulation results should not be overinterpreted. For the purpose of basic understanding of RNA flexibility, however, the method is robust. We investigate the basic dynamical properties and flexibility of representative RNA 3WJs, specifically type C 3WJ ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.'Crown view' of the *E. coli* 50S ribosomal subunit, viewed from the position of the 30S subunit, with A, P and E tRNA binding sites labeled. In addition to the 3WJs, the A-loop (in purple) and the ASF (comprising H38, in tan) are highlighted. The rest of the RNA is in blue and ribosomal proteins are in cyan.

First, we studied a 76-nt segment containing the 3WJ that comprises helices 90, 91 and 92 (H90, H91 and H92) of 23S rRNA and is located adjacent to the peptidyl transferase center (PTC). H90 corresponds to P1, H91 to P2 and H92 to P3. We call this 3WJ the 'A-site junction' because the hairpin loop of H92, the so-called 'A-loop' of 23S rRNA, binds the 3′-CCA end of A-site aminoacyl-tRNA (aa-tRNA). H90 is one of the helices composing the multi-helix junction that has been identified as the PTC of 23S rRNA. H90 covalently anchors the A-site junction to the PTC, while H91 stacks coaxially with H90 and projects away from the PTC toward the upper surface of the 50S subunit in the standard view, in which the L1-site, the central protuberance (CP) and the GTPase associated center (GAC) all project upwards ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). H91 provides a docking site for the short hairpin loop formed by the nucleotides that connect H92 to H90, which corresponds to J31 in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A. This hairpin loop stacks on H92 and comprises three stacked adenosines (nucleotides 2564--2566 in the *Escherichia coli* numbering). The conserved bases A2566 and U2562 form a *trans* H/WC base pair ([@B29]) that closes the loop. This short element has also been called H92a. H91 forms several other tertiary interactions, in addition to stacking on H90 and providing a docking site for H92a (J31). The A-site junction provides a potentially flexible point of connection for H92. The A-site loop of H92 helps to position the aminoacyl group in the PTC during the protein synthesis. This is important for robust catalysis ([@B30]). The recent crystallographic work suggested that the A-site loop stabilizes the CCA-end of tRNA~A~ and helps to position the aminoacyl group in order to nucleophilically attack the peptidyl tRNA ester ([@B31]). Posttranscriptional modification (2′-*O*-ribose methylation) was detected for U2552 in *E. coli* (U2587 in *Haloarcula marismortui*) ([@B32]). Such modification may induce a structural change of the adjacent G2553 in *E. coli* 23S (G2588 in *H. marismortui*) and may affect the geometry of the A-loop and its interactions with the tRNA in A-site ([@B33]). The A-site junction occurs in one of the most crowded regions of the 50S subunit.

We have also investigated the 84-nt RNA element (H42--H44) that includes the 3WJ of the L7/L12 stalk. This junction is present in one of the most exposed protuberances of the ribosome ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which undergoes substantial dynamics during the elongation cycle ([@B20],[@B21]). The middle part of H42 contains a kink-turn (Kt) (Kt-42). Kts are highly recurrent, flexible hinge-like RNA motifs ([@B14],[@B34; @B35; @B36]). The 3WJ is formed by the distal part of H42, H43 and H44. The H43/H44 RNA element comprises the main part of the GAC of 23S rRNA, which binds the GTPase translation factors, including EF-Tu and EF-G at appropriate points in the translation and stimulates GTP hydrolysis in response to appropriate signals to trigger directional motions such as the ratchet-like motion of the subunits ([@B37]). Preliminary MD simulation for the *H. marismortui* H42--H44 element revealed that the H42--H44 23S rRNA region is constructed as a sophisticated RNA-based double-elbow arm ([@B38]), which consists of alternating relatively rigid and flexible elements. The first flexible element, closest to the main body of the 50S, is Kt-42, while the more distal one is the 3WJ. The relatively rigid elements are the two arms of H42 flanking the kink and the compact H43/H44 domain (i.e. the GAC *per se*). In the present study, we decisively extend the simulations of the H42--H44 region, analyze in detail the properties of the 3WJ itself and provide assessment of the effect of binding of the L10 protein to the H42--H44 RNA.

The third 3WJ is found in 5S rRNA. The 5S, albeit being the smallest rRNA molecule, is conserved in all three major phylogenetic domains. It is prominently located at the interface between the large and small subunits ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), bridging the CP of the 23S rRNA, to which it is attached by ribosomal proteins, with H38. CP and H38 make crucial dynamic contacts to the 30S subunit involved in the ratchet-like motion. The 5S rRNA likely helps to coordinate these motions ([@B39]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

The explicit solvent simulations and analyses were carried out using standard protocols, and the whole method section can be found in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1) ([@B7],[@B40; @B41; @B42; @B43; @B44; @B45; @B46; @B47; @B48; @B49; @B50; @B51]). Most simulations were carried out using the Cornell *et al.* ([@B52]) Parm99 force field ([@B53]) and assuming net-neutralizing Na^+^ atmosphere. This corresponds to ∼0.18--0.25 M cation concentration. Control simulations were also carried out using the Parmbsc0 variant of the force field ([@B54]) and using excess salt KCl environment, with cation concentration ∼0.4 M. The simulations are not sensitive to the force field choice and ion atmosphere (see below). For all methodological details including comments on the solute force field and ion atmosphere see [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1).

List of simulations
-------------------

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes key 3WJ simulations (711 ns in total). To avoid cluttering [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, some additional 3WJ simulations (totaling ∼250 ns) were not included, but are mentioned in the text or in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1) ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)). The fourth column of [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} lists the nucleotides included in each simulation, while the sixth column defines the 3WJ regions that are the primary focus of our study. The last column gives the range of instantaneous RMSD between the simulated and starting structures calculated for the 3WJ regions from column 6. [Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B--D and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} summarize 3D and annotated 2D structures of the simulated 3WJs, respectively. The simulations of the A-site 3WJs were carried out without modification of the *E. coli* U2552 (*H. marismortui* U2587) nucleotide, as this modification was not expected to substantially affect the overall junction dynamics. However, we have also carried out four simulations (totaling 550 ns) of the A-loop region (H92) of the A-site 3WJ. Two structures included 2′-*O*-methylated *H. marismortui* U2587, see [Supplementary Data (Supplementary Table S2)](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1). Table 1.Summary of key simulations carried out in this studyName of the simulationLength (ns)Organism (PDB code)Simulated structures (crystal numbering)Ribosomal helices3WJ nucleotides (crystal numbering)RMSD 3WJ^a^ (Å)Hm_A-site100*H. marismortui* (1JJ2) ([@B36])2542--2617H90--H922542--26174.4 ± 0.5Hm_A-site_H90ext^b^30*H. marismortui* (1JJ2) ([@B36])2541--2618H90--H922541--26184.6 ± 0.7Ec_A-site70*E. coli* (2AW4) ([@B62])2507--2582H90--H922507--25824.5 ± 0.8Ec_A-site_H90ext^b^30*E. coli* (2AW4) ([@B62])2506--2583H90--H922507--25824.3 ± 0.8Ec_GAC_B50*E. coli* (2AWB) ([@B62])1036--1119H42--H441051--11081.8 ± 0.2Ec_GAC_B\_nt^c^30*E. coli* (2AWB) ([@B62])1036--1119, 2751H42--H441051--11081.6 ± 0.3Ec_GAC_450*E. coli* (2AW4) ([@B62])1036--1119H42--H441051--11081.8 ± 0.2Ec_GAC_B\_ions^d^50*E. coli* (2AWB) ([@B62])1036--1119H42--H441051--11081.5 ± 0.2Hm_GAC30*H. marismortui* (1JJ2) ([@B36])1140--1223H42--H441155--12122.6 ± 0.3Hm_GAC_nt^c^30*H. marismortui* (1JJ2) ([@B36])1140--1223, 2786H42--H441155--12122.1 ± 0.3Hm_GAC_3WJ^e^50*H. marismortui* (1JJ2) ([@B36])1155--1212H42--H441155--12122.3 ± 0.3Hm_GAC_parmbsc0^f^50*H. marismortui* (1JJ2) ([@B36])1140--1223H42--H441155--12122.5 ± 0.3Hm_GAC_anti^g^41*H. marismortui* (1JJ2) ([@B36])1140--1223H42--H441155--12122.0 ± 0.35S_L^h^50*H. marismortui* (1S72) ([@B91])1--75; 106--120H1, H2, H3, H51--28; 54--75; 106--1202.4 ± 0.55S_S^i^50*H. marismortui* (1S72) ([@B91])4--21; 59--75; 104--119H1, H2, H54--21; 59--75; 104--1193.2 ± 0.5[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7][^8][^9][^10] Figure 3.Base pairing in the X-ray structures of the simulated systems using symbols for base pairs by Leontis *et al.* ([@B29]): (**A**) H90--H92 from the 23S rRNA of *H. marismortui* ([@B36]) (simulation *Hm_A-site*; cf. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for the respective simulation names), (**B**) H42--H44 from the 23S rRNA of *E. coli* ([@B62]) (simulations *Ec_GAC_B* and *Ec_GAC_4*) and (**C**) H1--H3 and H5 from the 5S rRNA of *H. marismortui* ([@B91]) (simulation *5S_L*). The large black boxes define the 3WJ parts (3WJ residues, see also [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) of the simulated structures. For the H42--H44 system, we also indicate positions of the Kt with its attached C and NC-stems. Control simulation *5S_S* was executed for a smaller system, which is marked by the large purple box. The backbone is represented by blue lines, while other single H-bonds are represented by black dashed lines. Residues in black boxes are involved in tertiary interactions. The residues forming J31 parts are demarcated by blue rectangle area. Nucleotides in *syn*-conformation are written in red. The 3WJs contain essential base triplets, usually represented by A-minor I (first triplet) and A-minor II (second triplet) interactions, which are marked by orange and green rectangles, respectively. In the 5S 3WJ, the A-minor II interaction is replaced by equivalently positioned CCG triple and A-minor I interaction by *cis* H/SE base pair C67/A65 ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)). G2751 in (B) comes from H97 and was included only in some simulations (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for detailed description). The *E. coli* A-site and *H. marismortui* GAC systems are shown in [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1). To avoid cluttering, base--phosphate interactions are not shown ([@B92]).

Starting structures
-------------------

All studied structures have the defining characteristics of type C 3WJs ([@B1]). Coaxial stacking occurs between P1 and P2 helices ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These are H90 and H91 for the A-site 3WJ, H44 and H42 for the GAC 3WJ and H2 and H5 for the 5S 3WJ. In the A-site 3WJ, the characteristic J31 segment (nucleotides *H. marismortui* U2597--A2601 and *E. coli* U2562--A2566) interacting with the P2 helix forms a mini-hairpin stem--loop that is closed by a single *trans* WC/H base pair and a U-turn and therefore resembles a T-loop ([@B55]) ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In the GAC 3WJ, J31 (nucleotides *E. coli* U1082--A1086 and *H. marismortui* C1186--G1190) also forms a mini-hairpin stem--loop, but this one is closed by a single *trans* WC/WC base pair ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It also contains a U-turn motif ([@B56]). The J31 loops of both the A-site and the GAC 3WJ contain two conserved stacked adenines forming consecutive *cis* and *trans* SE/SE base pairs (also called A-minor type I and II interactions, A-minor motif; [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)) ([@B57; @B58; @B59]) with P2. In the GAC 3WJ of *H. marismortui*, one of these interactions is not fully formed because A1189 in the J31 loop is modeled in the unusual *syn* glycosidic conformation instead of *anti* ([@B38]). This might be a refinement error. However, it did not noticeably affect the simulations as the J31/P2 interaction remained stable. Control simulation with *anti* glycosidic orientation was done. In the 5S 3WJ, J31 comprises nucleotides C10--A13 (*H. marismortui*) that do not form a characteristic loop structure, while there is only one minor groove interaction there ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The characteristic P1/P3 interactions of type C 3WJ are described in the last column of the [Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1). The GAC 3WJ possesses additional P1/P3 contacts (absent in the A-site and 5S 3WJs) further away from the junction involving the middle sections of these helices. In *E. coli* 23S, these interactions include the *cis* WC/H C1072/C1092 base pair, the C1072(N4)--G1099(O6) H-bond, the *cis* WC/H G1071/G1091 base pair, the G1071(O6)--C1100(N4) H-bond and the A1070(N7)--A1096(O2′) H-bond ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The equivalent interactions in the *H. marismortui* structure are given in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1).

Parameters for description of hinge- and breathing-like motions of the 3WJs
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

We selected several distances and angles to monitor the relative motion of the P1 and P3 helices ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). First, inter-phosphate distance AB reflects motion dominated by interaction between the P1 and P3 stems, which we call breathing-like motion throughout this article. The phosphate atoms defining the AB distance were selected based on visual inspection of the trajectories to include the largest observed fluctuations in the area. All inter-phosphate distances in this article are given as distances from a phosphorus atom center to a phosphorus atom center. Then, the relative motion (hinge-like motion) of the P1/P3 element relative to the P2 stem was described by the ω angle defined by the centers of mass of the following base pairs (considering the base atoms only): (i) the third base pair in P1 above the first triplet; (ii) the C=G base pair in the first triplet; and (iii) the third base pair below the second triplet in P2. In the case of 5S 3WJ, we used the *cis* WC/WC U70/U111 base pair instead of the C=G base pair of the first triplet. See [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for exact definition. Table 2.List of inter-phosphate distances used to describe the main motions of the simulated structures; the last column gives the base pairs defining the ω angle3WJAB distance nt(P)--nt(P)PP1 distance nt(P)--nt(P)PP2 distance nt(P)--nt(P)PP3 distance nt(P)--nt(P)PP4 distance nt(P)--nt(P)EF distance nt(P)--nt(P)Hinge angle ωA-siteC2591--G2603C2556--G2572C2555--G2573U2554--G2574A2553--C2575C2559--A2569A2604--U2550 G2580=C2555 G2574=C2559*C2556--U2568C2521--U2537C2520--G2538U2519--C2539A2518--C2540G2524--A2534G2569=C2515 G2545=C2520 C2539=G2524*GACC1182--U1206G1210--A1152C1209--C1153C1208--A1154A1207--G1155A1194--U1205 G1159=C1208 G1155=C1212*U1078--C1102G1106--A1048U1105--C1049C1104--A1050A1103--G1051A1090--U1101 G1055=C1104 G1051/U1108*5SG8--U18U69(P)--C106(C5′)^a^G68--C107C67--C108G66--G109C15=G66 U111/U70 C108=G73[^11][^12]

Further, PP1, PP2, PP3 and PP4 inter-phosphate distances were used to describe the major groove dynamics of the P2 helix. Each PP parameter was chosen to be the shortest distance between phosphorus atoms in the opposite strands of this short RNA duplex over its major groove ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B--D and [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Finally, EF phosphate--phosphate distance was defined to extract dynamics of the loop in the P2 (H91) in the case of PTC 3WJ ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Note that the observed motions are complex and their description by the above-mentioned parameters is simplification.

RESULTS
=======

Hinge- and breathing-like fluctuations dominate in the A-site 3WJ dynamics
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The 3WJ dynamics in the *Hm_A-site* simulation is characterized by two salient fluctuation motions. Significant fluctuations occur within the P1/P3 stem segment ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). The AB distance ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B) fluctuates between 5 and 17 Å while its X-ray value is 9.0 Å ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A). We call these motions as breathing-like fluctuations, as they modulate the shape of the compact H90/H92 region. This P3 motion is associated with partial opening of the *cis* WC/WC U2586/G2592 base pair toward the minor groove and opening of the *cis* WC/WC G2582/A2596 base pair toward the major groove ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)). The other base pairs of the P1/P3 region were stable. Figure 4.(**A**) Schematic view of the two dominant motions found in the simulations. (**B**), (**C**) and (**D**) show dynamics of A-site 3WJ (simulation Hm_A-site), GAC 3WJ (simulation Ec_GAC_B) and 5S 3WJ (simulation 5S_L), respectively. Note that (**C**) includes only the upper part of H42 and does not capture the dynamics of the Kt-42 (14,61). Left---superposition of two substates illustrating the breathing-like motion of P1/P3 regions in MD simulations. The figure is oriented to provide the best view on all three helices. Middle---two views (rotated by 90°) of the overlay of simulated 3WJ structures with maximal amplitudes of the hinge-like motion. The P2 stems are superimposed to visualize the relative motion of the P1/P3 part versus the P2 helix. Right---the same structures as in the middle but superimposed using the P1 helix. PDB files of structures used to visualize the hinge-like dynamics are in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1) that also contains graphs showing time courses of representative quantities. Figure 5.(**A**) Time development of AB \[i.e. C2591(P)...G2603(P)\] distance in the *Hm_A-site* simulation. The geometries in extremes are defined if the AB value is \>14 Å or \<6 Å; the border is marked in red or green, respectively. (**B**), (**C**) and (**D**) show ω angle in simulations *Hm_A-site*, *Ec_GAC_B* and *5S-L*s, respectively. All data were smoothed (in red) taking 5000 consecutive 2 fs points. Many additional graphs are shown in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1). Table 3.Summary of averaged values, and ranges of measured distances and angles characterizing main movements of studied 3WJs^a^Name of the simulationLength (ns)ω (°)AB distance (Å)RMSD (Å) of 3WJ partPP1 (Å)PP2 (Å)PP3 (Å)PP4 (Å)IntervalaverageX-rayIntervalAverageX-rayAverageX-rayAverageX-rayAverageX-rayAverageX-ray*Hm_A-site*10092--1281091095--1710.69.04.4 ± 0.514.89.713.88.612.57.512.27.6*Hm_A-site_H90ext*3087--1301071095--1710.89.04.6 ± 0.713.69.712.78.611.47.59.97.6*Ec_A-site*7087--1291081066--1711.39.24.5 ± 0.817.410.614.89.812.88.111.37.2*Ec_A-site_H90ext*3090--1301071065--1710.79.24.3 ± 0.814.110.613.19.811.08.111.57.2*Ec_GAC_B*5093--14611811628--3430.328.91.8 ± 0.215.59.218.09.419.010.216.69.2*Ec_GAC_B\_nt*3094--14411711628--3429.428.81.6 ± 0.313.19.215.99.417.510.215.69.2*Ec_GAC_4*5087--15011811628--3429.728.91.8 ± 0.214.6916.88.717.69.715.19.6*Ec_GAC_B\_ions*5095--14511711628--3329.628.91.5 ± 0.213.89.216.39.416.610.213.79.2*Hm_GAC*30101--14112111728--3430.528.82.6 ± 0.312.69.114.710.317.610.516.39.3*Hm_GAC_nt*30107--14712811728--3430.928.82.1 ± 0.312.99.115.510.318.510.515.89.3*Hm_GAC_3WJ*^b^5097--15012411727--3429.928.82.3 ± 0.3N/A9.1N/A10.3N/A10.515.69.3*Hm_GAC_parmbsc0*5097--14912811724--3228.128.82.5 ± 0.312.99.115.310.317.310.516.79.3*Hm_GAC_anti*4196--15012111728--3430.028.82.0 ± 0.311.99.114.71017.011.015.99.3*5S_L*5094--15012111730--4035.932.52.4 ± 0.515.311.413.310.214.610.611.89.8*5S_S*5093--15012111730--4035.832.53.2 ± 0.515.811.413.310.214.510.611.59.8[^13][^14][^15]

The second motion is a hinge-like fluctuation of P2 relative to the P1/P3 element ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). The ω angle describing the position of the P1/P3 helices with respect to the P2 helix was 109° in the X-ray structure and it fluctuated in the course of the simulations in the range of 92° to 128° with the averaged value matching the experimental one ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B).

[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the fluctuational nature of the motions seen in the simulations. The fluctuations are non-periodic, as expected for stochastic thermal fluctuations. Many more such plots can be found in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1) and [Supplementary Figures S7--S22](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1). All dependencies suggest non-periodic thermal fluctuations.

Relaxation of inter-phosphate distances
---------------------------------------

Besides these oscillations, we noticed two unrelated permanent changes. One of them was an increase of the major groove width of H91 (P2) below the junction region, described by the inter-phosphate distances PP1--PP4 ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The PP1, PP2, PP3 and PP4 distances were 9.7, 8.6, 7.5 and 7.6 Å, respectively, in the X-ray structure, but after a swift relaxation their averaged MD values increased to 14.8, 13.8, 12.5 and 12.2 Å, respectively. The widening of the groove has no apparent effect on the overall topology of the junction and base pairing.

Small increases of A-RNA major groove widths are common in simulations with the AMBER force field. With the Parm99 and net-neutralizing Na^+^, we noticed increases of inter-phosphate distances in the range of 1--4 Å in the canonical A-RNA duplexes and 5S rRNA loop E duplex, with respect to several starting oligonucleotide crystal structures ([@B15],[@B27]). For these systems, the use of the Parmbsc0 force field and excess salt reduces the inter-phosphate distances by a few angstroms (depending on the system) compared to the Parm99/Na^+^ simulations. However, then the major groove width often became subtly underestimated compared to experiment ([@B15]). Therefore, no unambiguous conclusion could be reached regarding the optimal simulation protocol to reproduce the experimental P...P distances that appear to vary in different experiments.

The major groove widening of H91 in our simulations is larger than for the previously analyzed oligonucleotide X-ray structures. The groove widening contributes to RMSD but does not have any effect on the overall RNA structure, base pairing or tertiary interactions. Similar behavior has been noticed also for some other ribosomal helices when using ribosomal X-ray structures as initial structures for simulation (see blelow). Thus, the experimental P...P distances vary widely, while it appears that some helices in ribosomal structures tend to have narrower major grooves compared to typical values seen in oligonucleotide X-ray structures. We tentatively suggest that in case of the ribosomal helices, the P...P distances could be affected by more substantial overall compensatory effects of positive charges (cations as well as amino acids) in the major groove, i.e. by additional structural context around the RNA---see also discussion section. It is important to point out that the instantaneous P...P distances in simulations are very dynamic, with fast (even sub-nanosecond) thermal fluctuations typically spanning a range of ∼20 Å (cf. [Supplementary Figure S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)), without being accompanied by any changes of base stacking and pairing. In other words, RNA helical topologies are compatible with a wide range of plausible P...P distances, while the inherently dynamical P...P distances cannot be fully characterized by the averaged (either experimental or MD) single values. Thus, we suggest that the observed expansion of the major groove width does not have serious implications regarding the description of RNA flexibility by our simulations.

Another rearrangement occurred in the upper part of the P1 helix, where G2611 and A2612 irreversibly flipped into the stem. They mutually stacked and G2611 formed new *cis* WC/WC base pair with U2546. This remote structural development had no effect on the junction. Both bases are flipped out and form tertiary contacts with other parts of the ribosome in the X-ray structures. We further observed fluctuations of the EF distance ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B and [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). Specifically, there are fluctuations of the terminal loop of P2, its modest rotation (twisting) with respect to the P2 stem, and opening and closing of this loop. This can be considered as the third fluctuation motion of the system, albeit it occurs outside the 3WJ.

Control simulations
-------------------

We have carried out three additional simulations of A-site 3WJ: 70-ns *Ec_A-site* simulation of the A-site 3WJ from *E. coli*, 30-ns *Hm_A-site_H90ext* simulation and 30-ns *Ec_A-site_H90ext* simulation. The behavior of all three simulations was almost identical to the first *Hm_A-site* trajectory ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

Dynamics of the *E. coli* GAC 3WJ
---------------------------------

The development of simulations of the GAC 3WJs was more complex. Let us first describe the *Ec_GAC_B E. coli* simulation. We observed similar hinge-like dynamics of the GAC 3WJ as for the A-site 3WJ, albeit with a considerably larger magnitude. The ω angle is 116° in the crystal structure, its averaged MD value is 118° and the range of fluctuations is 93°--146° ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C).

The second main fluctuation motion occurred in the P1/P3 and is similar, but not identical, to the A-site 3WJ P1/P3 breathing-like dynamics. This is probably due to the contacts between the middle parts of the P1 and P3 helices absent in the A-site 3WJ. Instead of the significant motion within P1/P3 seen in A-site 3WJ, the GAC 3WJ rather shows backbone deformations of the P1 and P3 helices. The AB distance ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C and [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) fluctuated between 28 and 34 Å while the X-ray value is 30.3 Å ([Supplementary Figure S12](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)).

Relaxation of the L11 stalk region
----------------------------------

The GAC region (known also as L11 or L7/L12 stalk or protuberance) adopts a set of 'inward' and 'outward' geometries with respect to the A-site of the large ribosomal subunit in the available X-ray structures ([@B60]) ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A). In line with the literature, the words inward and outward refer to the relative position or movement of the upper part of the H42--H44 rRNA toward and away from the body of the large ribosomal subunit (see [Supplementary Figure S28](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)). It was suggested that the observed H42--H44 structural variability may be affected by the hinge-like and twisting flexibility of Kt-42 ([@B14],[@B38],[@B61]), by twisting of the lower part of H42 (the C-stem of the Kt; 62), by flexibility of the 3WJ ([@B38]), or by non-canonical base pairs and RNA interactions at the base of H42 ([@B60])***.*** The experimental structures do not furnish an unambiguous answer ([@B60]). Figure 6.(**A**) Superposition of H42--H44 region (including the complete H42 with Kt) from five crystal structures \[Deinococcus radiodurans (D.r.)-1NKW ([@B93]), T.t.-3D5B ([@B94]), E.c.1-2AW4 ([@B62]), H.m.-1JJ2 ([@B36]) and E.c.2-2AWB ([@B62])\] illustrates the range of geometries in the X-ray structures. The body of the large ribosomal subunit, which is not shown is on the left---see [Supplementary Figure S28](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1). (**B**) Comparison of H42--H44 X-ray structure from *E. coli.* (using the open 2AWB structure) and relaxed averaged geometry (31--40 ns) from *Ec_GAC_B* simulation. The superposition is done using residues C1044--G1051 and U1108--A1111 in NC-stem of H42. MD simulations prefer more open (outward) geometries compared to the range of geometries seen in the experiment. We were not able to find a clear structural descriptor of the motion, similar to the experimental studies ([@B60]). It may be caused by summation of a number of small effects.

In the *Ec_GAC_B* simulation, the major groove width of the A-RNA between the 3WJ and the Kt increased. The averaged MD PP1, PP2, PP3 and PP4 distances were 15.5, 18.0, 19.0 and 16.6 Å, respectively, while the corresponding X-ray values were 9.2, 9.4, 10.2 and 9.2 Å, respectively. As explained above, some increase in P...P distances is common in simulations and usually not accompanied by any changes of the overall topology. However, in the *Ec_GAC_B* simulation, the structure relaxes to achieve an even more outward-directed geometry compared to the range of experimental structures ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B), along the inward--outward path defined by the experimental structures. This indicates that a straightening in the region between the junction and the Kt occurs during the simulation. This behavior suggests that in the initial, observed structure, the RNA is bent compared to its intrinsically preferred geometry, revealed by the simulation. The straightening should be unrelated to the relaxation of the inter-phosphate distances, since the later effect occurs also in simulations with no apparent helix straightening (see the A-site 3WJ simulations above). Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to describe the movement in more detail. The resolution of the X-ray structures is rather low, while the comparison between X-ray and simulated structures is further biased by the relaxation of P...P distances and their large thermal fluctuations (in the range of ∼20 Å) in simulations. It is therefore difficult to make a quantitative superposition of different structures. We suggest that in the experimental structures, the H42--H44 rRNA segment is modestly bent towards the large ribosomal subunit compared to its fully relaxed arrangement due to interactions with surrounding ribosomal elements such as protein L10 (see 'Discussion' section). The fully relaxed geometry is then preferred by the simulation of the isolated H42--H44 segment. Most likely, the bending is smoothly distributed over the whole region reaching from the 3WJ down to the Kt so that its localization is difficult. Importantly, the outward shift (opening) of the simulated structure for the *E. coli* system is not accompanied by increase of the 3WJ bending ω angle. This indicates that the straightening of the structure occurs mostly somewhere below the junction.

Control simulations
-------------------

Additional simulations *Ec_GAC_4*, *Ec_GAC_B\_nt* and *Ec_GAC_B\_ions* considered the second independent X-ray structure, insertion of tertiary *E. coli* G2751 nucleotide from H97 to form canonical base pair with C1049 ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and excess salt environment. The junction dynamics, straightening of the whole system and relaxation of P...P distances are basically unchanged ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, the excess salt simulation reduced the P...P distances only by ∼2 Å compared to the remaining simulations. Thus the presented results are robust.

To sum up, the stochastic dynamics of the GAC 3WJ from *E. coli* is similar to the A-site 3WJ, however, the magnitude of the hinge-like fluctuations is considerably larger. The simulations further suggest that the H42--H44 rRNA element is modestly bent by some external force towards the body of the large subunit in the experimental structures.

Dynamics of the *H. marismortui* GAC 3WJ
----------------------------------------

We have carried out five 30--50 ns simulations of H42--H44 from *H. marismortui* ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), which have slightly different behavior compared to the *E. coli* simulations. The breathing-like dynamics of *H. marismortui* resembles the equivalent *E. coli* motion ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The fluctuational hinge-like dynamics of both systems is also similar. However, the *H. marismortui* simulations show a somewhat larger initial repositioning of the upper part of the structure (H43/H44 versus H42) followed by usual stochastic 3WJ fluctuations around the equilibrium geometry. The ω angle increased from the X-ray value of 117° to the averaged MD values of 121°--128° ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Thus, besides straightening of the double helix between the 3WJ and Kt-42, there is also a relaxation localized right at the junction. In the ribosome, this would result in a shift of the GAC rRNA further away from the body of the large subunit. No changes of base pairing were seen in the junction region. A 50-ns simulation with the Parmbsc0 force field did not produce any significant differences in the simulation behavior.

We could not identify the cause of this difference between the *E. coli* and *H. marismortui* simulations. We carried out a control simulation of GAC 3WJ from *H. marismortui* with modeled *anti*-conformation of A1189 (*Hm_GAC_anti*) to form a full A-minor I tertiary triplet interaction. The triplet was stable while the dynamics of the structure was very similar to the other *H. marismortui* GAC simulations. The average ω angle was 121°, i.e. still slightly larger than in the X-ray structure.

Earlier, we reported a single H42--H44 *H. marismortui* simulation with much larger initial outward relaxation, albeit in the same direction ([@B38]). The averaged 3WJ ω angle increased to 148°. The 3WJ then fluctuated around this geometry with a similar range and direction of hinge-like fluctuations as in all other simulations. However, the two G/A base pairs (not optimally paired in the experimental structure) in the NC-stem of Kt-42 were lost ([Supplementary Figure S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)) and there was an excessive widening of the major groove of the A-RNA region below the 3WJ. We now consider this behavior as a possible but less frequent simulation development. In the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1), we present several simulations aimed to better understand its origin. In the 'Discussion' section, we suggest that the absence of the surrounding ribosomal elements (such as L10 protein) in the simulation reduces the structural stability of the H42 NC-stem and can occasionally lead to its perturbation in simulations.

Dynamics of 5S 3WJ
------------------

We carried out a 50-ns simulation of a fragment of *H. marismortui.* The 5S rRNA (*5S_L*) includes the 3WJ and the adjoining helices H1 (P3), H2 (P1) and H5 (P2), as well as part of H3, which is attached to H2. The simulation revealed hinge-like oscillations between the H2/H1 segment and H5 ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D; cf. also [Supplementary Figures S15 and S16](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)) similar to hinge-like motions of the preceding junctions. The ω angle oscillates from 94° to 150° with average value of 121° ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D), being slightly larger than the X-ray value of 117°. Further, we observed an oscillatory motion within the P1/P3 (H2/H1) element, captured by the AB distance fluctuating in the range of 30--40 Å (the X-ray value is 32.5 Å). It can be described primarily as rearrangement of the backbone path within the P1 (H3) element ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D). This motion is similar to breathing-like motion of GAC 3WJ. The simulation revealed the usual widening of the major groove of P2 ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) with no visible change of the P2 position. The 50-ns simulation *5S_S* confirmed the results.

Essential dynamics analysis and normal mode analysis
----------------------------------------------------

The above results are based on careful analysis of full trajectories. However, there are several popular alternative methods to study flexibility of biomolecules ([@B16],[@B48],[@B50],[@B51],[@B63; @B64; @B65; @B66; @B67]). Essential dynamics analysis (EDA) aims to extract significant concerted motions from MD trajectories, i.e. to separate significant motions from noise ([@B16],[@B48]). EDA is an implementation of linear principle component analysis (PCA). EDA is thus based on diagonalization of the covariance coordinate matrix, which yields a set of eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The eigenvectors show the directions of motions of the atoms and the eigenvalues correspond to the displacement variances of the particular eigenvectors. Normal mode analysis (NMA) is harmonic vibrational analysis based on the starting (experimental) geometry. The method has two variants. In all-atom NMA, the molecule is described by the full atomistic potential (the same as used in the simulations). The molecule is gradiently optimized to get a local minimum close to the experimental structure and then NMA is performed ([@B63],[@B66],[@B67]). Typically, solvent effects are mimicked with a distance-dependent dielectric constant. Alternatively, NMA can be performed within the framework of a coarse-grained (CG) structure--energy description of the molecule ([@B50],[@B51],[@B64; @B65; @B66; @B67]).

We have applied all these methods to the H42--H44 GAC system. The results are described in more detail in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1). We suggest that for the present systems none of the above methods can replace complete analysis of full-simulation trajectories. The EDA method, although presently widely used as a convenient method to visualize trajectories, is based on substantial approximations inherent to the PCA method, which are often not properly taken into consideration. Thus, EDA is prone to overinterpretation. First, EDA assumes linearity ([@B68]). However, the real motions can show substantial non-linear correlations that bias the linear PCA. PCA also assumes that the principal components are orthogonal. In addition, it assumes that the mean and the variance fully describe the data distributions, which requires Gaussian or another exponential type of distribution. If these conditions are not fulfilled, the analysis can be biased. Finally, EDA requires high 'signal-to-noise' ratio. Therefore, EDA appears more suitable to analyze trajectories of systems that undergo structural transitions than trajectories aimed to highlight mere stochastic thermal fluctuations of flexible molecules. The analysis should be done by grouping the leading (presumably noise-free) components together to visualize the noise-free dynamics. It is less appropriate (albeit often seen in the literature) to try to interpret the individual modes separately. As shown in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1), although the EDA basically reflects those motions seen in the trajectories, the results are not unambiguous and the individual components indeed do not clearly separate hinge motions from breathing motions. Therefore, EDA cannot replace careful monitoring of the full trajectories.

The all-atom NMA analyzes the motions around the minimum-energy conformation as they would be within harmonic approximation. (In other words, the all-atom NMA is formally equivalent to EDA of simulations with harmonically approximated force field, so the same limitations of EDA mentioned above apply also to all-atom NMA.) In our calculations, all-atom NMA indicates only very limited motions, which in our opinion do not resemble the MD trajectories. With this method, the system is confined tightly to the initial relaxed local minimum structure for which the harmonic vibrational analysis is executed. In addition, harmonic vibrational analysis for such large systems as studied here is very computationally demanding and does not bring any advantage over the full simulations in this respect.

Finally, CG NMA at first sight captured the inward--outward dynamics of the H42--H44 rRNA segment. However, closer inspection ([Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)) revealed that the CG NMA description is incorrect. First, the NMA approach does not capture the initial relaxation of the system, as it treats the starting structure as the minimum. Second, the dynamics predicted by CG NMA is totally unrealistic. It predicts the opening--closing motion to be sharply localized as hinge between just two base pairs in the center of the NC-stem (i.e. the P2 helix) between the Kt and the 3WJ. In simulations, the P2 stem shows smooth distribution of the bending over its entire length with no hinge. In addition, CG NMA depicts the Kt and 3WJ to be the stiffest parts of the structure, while the simulations identify both these elements as very flexible elbow-like elements. This occurs because CG description assumes that the flexibility is a collective property that depends on the overall shape of the molecule and its compactness, but is insensitive to structural details. These assumptions are not satisfied for the present system. Thus, CG NMA predicts the leading modes as hinging and torques localized in the center of the structure, where the structure is the least compact. Flexibility of Kt-42 and 3WJ is missed since these are more compact regions due to the presence of extensive tertiary interactions and bulged nucleotides. Our finding agrees with earlier study by Cui *et al.* ([@B67]) which showed that while CG NMA is useful for globular biomolecules it may fail for non-globular RNA molecules.

Additional results
------------------

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1) describe simulations of H92 analyzing the posttranscriptional modification (2′-*O*-ribose methylation) in U2587 in *H. marismortui* (U2552 in *E. coli*) and analysis of local substates of A-minor II interaction in A-minor motif in A-site and GAC 3WJ simulations.

DISCUSSION
==========

The ribosome is a large biomolecular nanomachine. Stochastic motions and fluctuations represent important components of its functional dynamics ([@B18; @B19; @B20; @B21; @B22; @B23; @B24]). In biomolecular machines, thermal motions are converted to directional functional movements via release of chemical energy. Thermal fluctuations are mediated by the specific intrinsic flexibilities of the individual molecular building blocks and their dynamical communication with the surrounding elements. Distinct modular RNA 3D motifs possess dynamical and elastic properties ranging from relatively rigid elements with specific shapes (for example, sarcin--ricin motifs) to highly flexible elements that can be considered as genuine molecular elbows (for example, Kts) ([@B11],[@B17],[@B27],[@B38]).

MD simulation is essentially a single-molecule modeling technique currently capable of mimicking the 10 to ≥100-ns room temperature dynamics of solvated RNA molecules, utilizing well-defined experimental structures as the starting coordinates. Although the simulations are limited by force field approximations ([@B2],[@B5],[@B7],[@B69; @B70; @B71]), they reflect key features of the structural dynamics of RNA modules.

The 10 to ≥100-ns simulations access structural arrangements that are separated from the starting geometry by small energy barriers of the order of the thermal energy. The most extreme simulation fluctuations define the borders of the low-energy region as they correspond to geometries where the energy increases steeply so as to reverse the motion. The observed fluctuations reflect the intrinsic flexibility of the molecule around its starting (experimental) geometry, i.e. the intrinsic low-energy deformation modes of the molecules that can cooperate with the surrounding ribosomal elements to achieve the functional dynamics. Fluctuations occurring in MD simulations were earlier used to derive quantitative sequence-dependent elastic models of double helices ([@B11],[@B72]).

Common flexibility of type C 3WJs
---------------------------------

We studied three functionally significant ribosomal type C RNA 3WJs ([@B1]). The analysis is primarily based on fifteen 30--100-ns 3WJ simulations with a combined length of 711 ns ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) based on the respective X-ray structures of the H. m*arismortui* and E. coli large ribosomal subunits. We have further carried out ∼250 ns of control 3WJ simulations and 550-ns simulations of the isolated A-loop of the A-site 3WJ.

All three junctions possess two salient modes of intrinsic flexibility (i.e. flexibility that is inherent to the particular RNA architecture), which appear to be common for the type C 3WJs. The first one is anisotropic (directional) dynamics, which is best described as hinge-like motion between the P2 stem and the P1/P3 element. The second mode is dynamics within the P1/P3 element, which vary from system to system. We call it breathing-like motion, as the fluctuations modulate the shape of the compact P1/P3 region. It does not result in movements between distal parts of the molecule.

A-site 3WJ
----------

[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B depicts the hinge-like and breathing-like flexibility for the A-site 3WJ, while [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows its position in the large ribosomal subunit. H90 attaches the A-site 3WJ to the rest of the ribosome and is embedded in the interior of the 50S subunit. H91 (P2), in contrast, extends upward and toward the GAC, roughly parallel and interacting with both H89, which is also attached to the PTC at its base, and with the H95 containing the sarcin--ricin loop (SRL), which also forms part of the GAC along with the H42--H44 region ([Supplementary Figure S26](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)). The A-loop hairpin (the terminal part of H92, i.e. P3) which binds the 3′-CCA end of A-site tRNA is oriented at the PTC, away from P2 and the 3WJ by tertiary interactions between P3 and P1. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B (right) visualizes the hinge-like flexibility when superimposing H90 (P1) to show the dynamics of P2 (H91) and P3 (H92) with respect to fixed H90. This is probably the most relevant view when considering the attachment of this 3WJ to the ribosome via H90. Accommodation is the process by which the 3′-end of cognate aa-tRNA moves into the PTC and correctly binds to the A-loop after being released by EF-Tu following GTP hydrolysis. Targeted MD simulation study of accommodation of cognate tRNA suggested that the 3′-end of aa-tRNA is guided toward the A-loop by a corridor formed by elements of 23S ([@B73]). The tRNA comes consecutively in contact with over 20 universally conserved RNA bases ([@B73]). We propose that flexibility of the A-site 3WJ may contribute to smooth cognate tRNA accommodation, while the flexibility may be also tuned so as to suppress near cognate tRNAs' accommodation, as near cognate tRNAs may use a somewhat different path for accommodation.

The GAC 3WJ
-----------

The GAC 3WJ is composed of the H42--H44, with Kt-42 in the middle of H42. The GAC 3WJ and the rest of H42 are the RNA components of the L7/L12 (or L11) stalk. This stalk forms a side protuberance of the large ribosomal subunit ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S28](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)), which further includes L10 and L11 proteins to which two or three very dynamical L7/L12 dimeric protein complexes are attached. The L7/L12 stalk interacts with the EF-Tu + GTP + tRNA complex and with EF-G during the proteosynthesis. The GAC 3WJ is rather an external RNA element attached to the body of the subunit via H42. It shows a range of positions in the available X-ray structures ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) consistent with flexibility inferred from cryo-EM studies ([@B20],[@B21],[@B74]).

GAC contact with H89
--------------------

When the H42--H44 domain is in the overall 'closed' conformation, the tip of the hairpin loop of H89 can fit into the groove defined by the docking of the hairpin loops of H43 and H44, which lock together to form the compact folded conformation of the H42--H44 domain ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A). Such contact could mediate dynamical signaling of conformational changes in the ribosome ([@B75]), but is only seen approximately and only in the 2AW4 crystal structure of vacant *E. coli* 70S ribosome, which has no tRNAs present ([@B62]). Even in this case, the closest inter-atomic distance observed is only 3.5 Å and involves A1074(O3′) and C2475(O1P) H-bond acceptor atoms ([Supplementary Figure S27](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)). In other crystal structures, the distance between the H89 and GAC RNA varies widely (it even exceeds 10 Å in some cases). Nevertheless, genuine 3WJ thermal fluctuations along the path identified in our simulations could lead to dynamical H89/GAC interactions, provided all other interactions are fixed. At first sight, the initial outward relaxation of the structure in simulations ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) indicates a preferred movement in the opposite direction. This relaxation (see below), however, reflects the lack of the full ribosomal context in the simulation and does not directly include the 3WJ. Thus, assuming absence of this relaxation in the full structural context, 3WJ fluctuations ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C) could easily reach to H89. Figure 7.(**A**) Comparison of H42--H44 X-ray structure from *E. coli* \[tan, using the more outward 2AWB ([@B62]) geometry, see also Figure 6\] and the relaxed averaged geometry (31--40 ns, in orange) from the *Ec_GAC_B* simulation. The superposition is done using residues C1044--G1051 and U1108--A1111 in the NC-stem of H42. MD simulations prefer more open geometries compared to the X-ray structures. Nevertheless, movements toward H89 would be along the low-energy deformation path and thus are easily achievable, especially when assuming that the RNA is restricted by the H42/H97 interaction ([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). (**B**) Superposition of the 5S RNA junction from the *H. marismortui* crystal structure 1S72 ([@B91]) (in tan) and the averaged geometry (in 22--23 ns, in orange) in the *5S_L* simulation done over residues 16--28 and 57--64 in H2. Further, the relative position of ASF (also in tan) with its Kt-38 elbow region is shown. A recent simulation study ([@B90]) indicates that significant part of the directional dynamics of the ASF may stem from the flexible Kt-38. The arrows show the fluctuations consistent with simulations of the H38 elbow region and of the 5S rRNA 3WJ. (**C**) Detailed view on the 5S 3WJ and the bottom part of the ASF. The anisotropic flexibility of the H5 in 5S 3WJ revealed by the MD simulations complements the anisotropic flexibility of the ASF elbow region.

Interaction with H97
--------------------

Another interaction that affects the GAC RNA position is the insertion of G2751 in *E. coli* (G2786 in *H. marismortui*) from H97 into the NC-stem of H42 right above the Kt-42, where it pairs with C1049 in *E. coli* (C1153 in *H. marismortui*) ([Supplementary Figure S26](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)). We have carried out a search using Ribostral ([@B76]), which shows that this interaction is H42(C)--H97(G) in all three domains of life (for more details see [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)). The importance of this interaction is also supported by a recent mutational study ([@B77]). We could not include this interaction into the simulations. We only carried out simulations with insertion of a single G2751 nucleotide (neglecting its attachment to H97). It does not affect the dynamics of the isolated H42--H44 within the 'resolution limits' of our technique. In reality, the full interaction between H97 and H42 may help to fix the overall position of the GAC RNA in 3D space; however, reliable simulation of this situation would not be straightforward. Visual inspection indicates that the H97/H42 tertiary base pairing should primarily restrain movements rather perpendicular to the observed inward--outward (closing--opening) path defined by the experimental structures and preferred by simulations ([Figures 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and 8). The 3WJ is localized above the H42/H97 contact. Thus, the 3WJ intrinsic fluctuations should not be affected by this contact and the 3WJ should provide enough flexibility for the GAC RNA even if the H42/H97 contact is entirely fixed. Indeed, when we use H97 as a fixed reference point, the positional variability of GAC in the available X-ray structures originates above the H42/H97 contact ([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). The experimentally observed positional variability of the GAC RNA ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) could be due to flexibility of the 3WJ and deformation of the region below it. Figure 8.Stereoview of the superimposed H97 (in red) and H89 (in green), together with the GAC position from the crystal structures of *T. thermophilus* (1NKW, in orange) and *E. coli* (2AWB, in yellow and 2AW4, in gray) ribosomes*.* It is notable that the H89 and H97 are almost perfectly superimposable, while the structural difference between the GAC positions appears to originate above the H42--H97 contact point. This clearly indicates flexibility of the GAC 3WJ, entirely in line with the simulation results.

Relaxation of the H42--H44 structure and the effect of L10 binding
------------------------------------------------------------------

The structures of some rRNA elements are deformed compared to their intrinsically preferred geometries by the surrounding ribosomal components ([@B11],[@B38],[@B78]). Our simulations indicate that such deformation is present between Kt-42 and the GAC 3WJ. The experimental structures show a wide range of positions ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), sampling a set of more inward and more outward structures with respect to the A-site of the large subunit and H89. The simulations relax to even more open geometries of the H42--H44 region compared to the experimental structures. We suggest that the deformation (initial bend) of the RNA below the junction is real and is caused by the surrounding ribosomal components. Unfortunately, due to disorder, most of the protein stalk components (mainly the L10 protein that directly interacts with the rRNA and the attached L7/L12 dimers) are invisible for contemporary structural experiments ([@B79]). A notable exception is the latest X-ray structure of *Thermus thermophilus* 70S ribosome, in which the EF-G trapped in posttranslocational state sufficiently immobilizes the L12 proteins to visualize them ([@B80]). Unfortunately, this structure does not show the positions of protein side chains, which precludes performing simulations.

There is just one X-ray structure of *H. marismortui* 50S that captures almost completely the binding of the extended N-terminal domain of L10 to the GAC rRNA. The L10 N-terminal domain reaches from the 3WJ to the Kt-42 ([@B81]). The bulged-out base A1150 of the Kt-42 is sandwiched between Ile12 and Arg69 of L10 ([@B81]). This specific protein/RNA complex was suggested to be rather weak ([@B81]). We have performed one 50-ns and two 25-ns simulations (for more details see [Supplementary Data and Supplementary Tables S1 and S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)) of the H42--H44 *H. marismortui* rRNA segment with bound L10 N-terminal domain. In the 50-ns simulation, the rRNA segment remained basically in the X-ray geometry with no initial relaxation ([Supplementary Figure S29](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1)). The averaged ω angle was 114°, i.e. identical to the value of 114° in this particular X-ray structure. It appears that L10 binding could be responsible for (or significantly contribute to) the observed bend of the H42--H44 rRNA. Interestingly, L10 inserts its Arg63 into the major groove of the RNA to directly bridge the backbones of G1211 and A1152. Consequently, L10 binding improves the agreement between computed and observed P...P distances across the major groove. The X-ray PP1--PP4 distances are 9.4, 10.9, 10.4 and 10.0 Å, respectively, while the averaged MD values are 7.5, 10.5, 13.2 and 12.5 Å, respectively, visibly shorter compared to simulations carried out without the bound L10. Importantly, the L10 binding does not have any effect on the 3WJ dynamics. The range and direction of hinge-like fluctuations as well as breathing-like dynamics are similar as in the other simulations. The two shorter simulations confirm this picture. Inclusion of L10 brings the simulation behavior of the H42--H44 very close to the X-ray values, prevents the initial relaxation of the system, and does not affect the range and directionality of thermal fluctuations of the 3WJ substantially. It is thus possible that structural communication between L10 and the rRNA may contribute also to the flexibility of the rRNA visualized by the X-ray structures ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

As noted above, the GAC position is certainly affected by the H42/H97 interaction. However, the position of the H97 with respect to the GAC RNA indicates that it should not cause the observed bending of the GAC RNA (see above and [Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, the L7/L12 proteins may also affect the overall position of the stalk; however, presently available experimental data do not allow one to make any specific suggestions about their role.

The simulation data indicate that the H42--H44 rRNA region is capable of swift large-scale movements along a series of positions from the inward (closed) orientation seen in some X-ray structures to considerably more outward (open) geometries that are beyond the range observed in currently available X-ray structures. Larger outward motions would probably require that some of the interactions described above (such as L10 binding) are either dynamical or temporarily disrupted. GAC rRNA could undergo large-scale, rapid, thermal fluctuations or structural adaptations to facilitate gliding of the tRNA or elongation factors into their functional destinations. The flexibility of the H42--H44 region can also play a role in dynamical signaling throughout the ribosome, for example, via the above-noted H42/H97 and potential GAC/H89 contacts. It may also support functional dynamics of the L7/L12 protein complex. Possibly, the range of experimental GAC positions ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A) still does not fully capture the range of functional dynamics of the L7/L12 stalk RNA.

5S 3WJ {#SEC5S}
------

The 5S rRNA is the smallest ribosomal RNA molecule, bridging the CP and the ASF (H38) of the 50S subunit ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which form crucial dynamic inter-subunit bridges ([@B82]). Saturation mutational studies suggest that ASF could mediate the allosteric transmission of information from the decoding center via the B1a/B1b bridges to the elongation factor binding site GAC ([@B83],[@B84]).

The H1/H2/H3/loop C stem of 5S rRNA is firmly anchored to the 50S CP via extensive interactions with proteins L5 and L18. One side of L5 interacts extensively with H3 (H3 is the continuation of H2, [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and loop C of 5S rRNA. The other side of L5 interacts with the 'P-site finger' (H84) of 23S rRNA. Loop E, in the H4/H5 stem of 5S rRNA, which is located on the other side of the 3WJ, makes extensive contacts with the ASF. ASF is jutting out from the 50S subunit to form conserved dynamical bridge (B1a) with proteins S13 and S19 in the 30S subunit ([@B85]). During the 'ratchet-like' inter-subunit motion that occurs during translocation, the tip of the ASF loses contact with S13 and forms a new contact with S19 in the 30S subunit. The ASF contacts the elbow region (D-loop/T-loop) of A-site tRNA. If the ASF is shortened and cannot contact B1a, translocation is stimulated, providing evidence that ASF serves to attenuate translocation, e.g. to prevent frameshifting ([@B83],[@B84],[@B86],[@B87]).

The 5S rRNA 3WJ possesses hinge-like flexibility between the P1/P3 unit (H2/H1) and P2 (H5) ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We suggest that flexibility at the 3WJ could allow the 'P2 arm' (including loop E/H4) of 5S to remain attached to the ASF through tertiary interactions involving loop E, while the ASF undergoes up and down motions relative to the main body of the 50S subunit (viewed with the CP facing upwards) during ratchet motions ([@B74],[@B88]). It was suggested that the movement of the ASF is needed to allow peptidyl-tRNA to move from the A-site to the P-site ([@B14]). Thus, we propose that motions involving the 5S rRNA 3WJ help to coordinate the motions of the ASF relative to the L5 protein that is anchored in the CP. Both L5 and the tip of the ASF form crucial, dynamic bridges to the 30S subunit ([@B82],[@B86],[@B89]). [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} indeed shows that if one considers H2 anchored to the CP, then the anisotropic hinge-like flexibility of the 5S 3WJ complements flexibility of the elbow segment at the base of ASF ([@B90]).

Concluding remarks
------------------

Our simulations show that isolated RNA 3WJs possess two dominant types of thermal fluctuations: global anisotropic hinge-like fluctuations between their P2 and P1/P3 segments; and more localized fluctuations within their P1/P3 regions ([Figures 4--7](#F4 F5 F6 F7){ref-type="fig"}). The maximal fluctuations occur multiple times during the trajectories and are non-periodic, as expected for stochastic thermal fluctuations. It is possible to roughly estimate, assuming Arrhenius kinetics that the most extreme ps snapshot realized during 100-ns simulation has activation energy of ∼8 kcal/mol. Note that describing the 3WJ fluctuations by just two movements is a simplification. In reality, the simulated molecules show many other fluctuations, as is common for biomolecules. Nevertheless, the two movements represent the characteristic thermal fluctuation signature for type C 3WJs. Full simulation trajectories can be obtained from the authors upon request.

It is interesting to compare the 3WJ fluctuations with those of other RNAs. For example, fluctuations of long A-RNA helices are isotropic (identical in all directions) and the bending curvature is distributed along the whole structure, as was visualized in detail in Ref. ([@B11]). On the other side, RNA Kts show directional (anisotropic) elbow-like fluctuations visibly localized in the kink area. In the case of Kts, a significant part of the dynamics could be assigned to local fluctuations of the A-minor interaction between the C- and NC-stems of Kt, which acts as the pivoting point ([@B14],[@B38],[@B61]). In contrast, although the 3WJ hinge-like fluctuations are visibly localized to the junction regions, we did not find any apparent pivoting local interaction. The fluctuations are thus distributed over several nucleotides. Kt and type C 3WJ differ significantly in their topologies. While for Kts, the hinge motions occur within a V-shaped structure between permanently kinked and unstacked arms that change the RNA path, the hinge-like dynamics of the 3WJs occur between coaxially stacked helices.

How to interpret the simulation results? First, the simulations provide direct assessment of the range of fast (ps to 100-ns timescale) thermal fluctuations of molecules that are either isolated or their fluctuations are not limited by the nearby ribosomal elements. For example, if fluctuations of GAC 3WJ are not attenuated by other interactions, the H43/H44 region would repeatedly make transient contacts with H89 (see above). Nevertheless, it is likely that adjacent ribosomal elements restrain the fluctuations of the studies elements, which may be even entirely immobilized. Even in this case, the results do have relevance because the fluctuations seen for isolated systems define the intrinsic flexibility of the molecules. In other words, if the isolated 3WJ shows anisotropic thermal hinge-like fluctuations, then the molecule possesses a hinge-like flexibility mirroring the fluctuations. This flexibility is intimately experienced by all surrounding elements in larger assemblies. The simulations are relatively short and do not show any rearrangement of the studied RNAs compared to the starting X-ray structures. So, we characterize flexibility of their single substates that correspond to their geometries as realized in the ribosome. We have analyzed the H42--H44 system also by all-atom and coarse grained NMA and demonstrate that NMA does not reproduce the simulation results.

Ribosome function requires complex, coordinated large-scale motions of its components to take place. Based on the results, we suggest that 3WJs flexibility can contribute to the functional flexibility with no requirements for rearrangements of base pairing. RNA junctions, besides structuring RNA molecules, can act as flexible elements in RNA architectures. In addition to the general description of flexibility of type C RNA 3WJs, we also provide specific results for three ribosomal 3WJs. We demonstrate that flexibility of 5S 3WJ complements flexibility of ASF 'elbow' segment ([@B90]) and flexibility of GAC 3WJ coincides with observed set of inward--outward GAC geometries seen in the X-ray structures. Both findings suggest that the 3WJ flexibilities are coupled with flexibilities of surrounding elements and contribute to ribosome function.

The main limitation of our approach is that we simulate the RNA elements in isolation. Nevertheless, such simulations best capture the intrinsic molecular flexibilities. Evidently, the role of the context can be significant, as demonstrated by our preliminary simulations of the H42--H44 rRNA--L10 protein complex. The protein binding appears to stabilize the rRNA in the experimental geometry that is modestly bent compared to the fully relaxed H42--H44 geometry. However, L10 binding does not substantially affect the 3WJ fluctuations. Unfortunately, including the ribosome context into simulations in a realistic manner is not always possible, since it is difficult to dissect models that would not be further coupled with the rest of the ribosome. Simulations of the whole ribosome would not necessarily solve the problem. Due to the complexity of the ribosome and the limited resolution, it would be difficult to achieve a really satisfactory initial relaxation of the system (all the RNA, protein, solvent and ion particles). Lack of perfect relaxation would bias extraction of spontaneous fine thermal movements in unrestrained simulations that occur on a scale of few kcal/mol. The simulations would be obscured by high-energy motions and large forces caused by imperfect relaxation of the system ([@B7]). The available simulation of tRNA accommodation thus utilized targeted MD, where the tRNAs were forced from the initial to the final positions through the ribosome along a predefined path ([@B73]). So, we suggest that despite all the limitations, large-scale simulations of isolated RNA elements constitute a viable approach that is capable to provide useful information that complements other experimental, bioinformatics and computational approaches.
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==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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###### Supplementary Data

[^1]: Some additional simulations are explained in the text.

[^2]: ^a^Instantaneous RMSD calculated for individual snapshots with respect to the starting structures along the trajectories considering only the 3WJ regions (colored in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and listed in the sixth column of this Table).

[^3]: ^b^One additional base pair at the end of H90 was included compared to the preceding simulation (U2541/G2618 for *H. marismortui* and U2506/G2583 for *E. coli*). This prevents disruption of C2542=G2617 in *H. marismortui* (C2507=G2582 in *E. coli*) base pair, which tends to open and consequently interact with G2588 (G2553). G2588 should stay free in MD, because it interacts with tRNA in the ribosomal context.

[^4]: ^c^One nucleotide from terminal loop of H97 was included (G2751 and G2786 in *E. coli* and *H. marismortui*, respectively). This guanine nucleotide is inserted into the H42 stem and forms key tertiary contact with the otherwise unpaired C1049 (*E. coli*, cf. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This tertiary interaction is CG canonical base pair in the *E. coli* X-ray structure, while it appears to be rather *cis* H/WC G2786/C1153 interaction in *H. marismortui.* The inserted H97 nucleotide in the simulations was modeled according to the respective X-ray structures, with N3-protonated cytosine for the *H. marismortui* system. The rest of H97 was not included.

[^5]: ^d^Simulation with excess salt NaCl. The concentration of the Na^+^ ions was ∼0.35 M. See [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1) for more details.

[^6]: ^e^Simulation of truncated GAC system; the lower part of H42 including Kt-42 is omitted ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

[^7]: ^f^Control simulation with Parmbsc0 AMBER force field.

[^8]: ^g^The geometry of A1189 was changed to *anti*-conformation instead of the original *syn*-geometry observed in the *H. marismortui* X-ray structures.

[^9]: ^h^5S_L (large)---the structure comprises four helices (H1--H3 and H5). The characteristic P1/P3 contact is formed by *cis* WC/H A3/G25 and *trans* SE/SE A3/G21 base pairs ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

[^10]: ^i^5S_S (small)---reduced 5S_L structure with omitted H3. The P1/P3 contact includes only the *trans* SE/SE A3/G21 base pair, since G25 is now absent ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

[^11]: For A-site and GAC 3WJs, the *H. marismortui* and *E. coli* numbers are listed in the upper and lower (*italics*) rows, respectively.

[^12]: ^a^C106 is the 3′-end nucleotide of P2, thus, we use C5′ instead of P atom for the PP4 distance.

[^13]: See [Supplementary Data (Supplementary Figures S7--S22)](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1) for development of 3WJ RMSD, ω angle, AB- and PP1-distances for *Hm_A-site*, *Ec_GAC_B* and *5S_L* simulations.

[^14]: ^a^Six additional control simulations are given for space reasons in the [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq414/DC1).

[^15]: ^b^The *Hm_GAC_3WJ* simulation omits a large portion of H42 ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), therefore PP1--PP3 distances are absent in the Table.
